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The Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS) revealed a class of luminous
galaxies that emit almost all the energy
(295%) in the far-infrared. The most
extreme galaxies of this type radiate as
much as 1Oi2Lg in the 8 pm-1000 prn
wavelength band, which is equivalent to
the accepted minimum bolometric
luminosity of quasars. These objects are
called "ultraluminous infrared galaxies".
Although the space density of ultraluminous infrared galaxies exceeds that
of optically selected quasars of the
same bolometric luminosity. there are
only a few tens of galaxies of this type in
the Local Universe (~50.13).
The study d "luminous infrared galaxies" has now become a key area in
extragalactic research for two reasons:
(1) We have come to the realization that
above 10'' LO the infrared luminous
galaxies are the dominant population of
objects in the Universe, being as numerous as Seyferts, and more numerous
than quasars of the same bolometric
luminosities['l. (2) There is increasing
evidence that luminous infrared galaxies
may represent an early and brief phase

in the evolution of galaxies, and that
their study wit1 provide clues for our
understanding of the genesis of the
most energetic - quasars and radio
galaxies - and most massive - giant
elliptical galaxies - in the Universe.
Most of the far-infrared emission from
galaxies is due to the absorption and reemission of light by dust. Although the
luminosity density in the Local Universe
seems to be evenly split between cool
disk emission and warmer starburst
emission, from the IRAS colours we
know that the infrared emission from
ultraluminous infrared galaxies is mostly
radiated by warm dust. At present it is
not known if the source of the light that
heats the dust consists solely of large
amounts of massive stars, or If in addition, the formation of gigantic black
holes with X-ray emitting accretion disks
are also required to explain the colossal
amounts of thermal energy radiated by
the dust in the far-infrared.
To reveal the nature of the host galaxies and to understand the origin of the
greatly enhanced infrared radiation, we
are carrying out at ESO, optical, infrared

Figure 1: R band CCD image of the "SouthAmerica"galaxy* obtained with the NTT, This galaxy
is receeding from the Sun at 23,200 km s-'and radiates: laf2solar luminosltles in the farintrared.

and radio observations of a flux limited
sample of the nearest luminous infrared
galaxies, selected from a surveyM of
bright IRAS galaxies in the southern
hemisphere.

NTT Images
The optical morphology of ultraluminous infrared galaxies has recently been
a subject of controversy. Whereas from
observations with the Palomar 1.5-m telescope some authors131had concluded
that nearly all ultraluminous infrared
galaxies are strongly interacting mergers, from studies at La Palma, other
authors"l conclude that gataxy interactions are far from being an ubiquitous
factor among this type of galaxies. In
view of the contradictory reports on the
morphology of ultraluminous infrared
galaxies, optical imaging with the most
advanced technology had become
necessary. The excellent optics of the
New Technology Telescope (NIT) and
the good seeing conditions on La Silla
were fully exploited to arbitrate on the
question of the optical morphology.
CCD images of the 16 neatest ultraluminous infrared galaxies in the southern herni~phere~~]
were obtained using
the second €SO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (EFOSC2) attached
to one of the Nasmyth focii of the MT.
The observations were carried out during the commissioning period of these
instruments. The detector used was a
tow resolution (320 x 512,30pm pixels)
RCA CCD. The exposures were obtained through a Bessel R fitter. Typical
exposure times were of 2 minutes. The
diamaters of stellar images on these exposures allowed the resolution of faint
features with sizes 2 2.5 kpc, for this
nearby sample (z 5 0.13) of objects.
A clear result from the NlT images is
that none of the sample galaxies show
either the spirat or the elliptical shapes
that are characteristic of isolated galaxies. On the contrary, the NlT images
reveal a wide variety of morphologies
that can be interpreted as resulting from
gravity in strongly interacting merger
systems (e.g. Fig. 1). Tails, bridges and/
or double nuclei are apparent in all
galaxies cz s 25,000 km s-' (e.g. Fig. 2).
However, in the images of galaxies at
higher redshifts, the faint extended
features that are characteristic of tidal
interactions are less ostensible, and become increasingly blurred with increasing distance.
From the detailed optical inspection
of the 16 nearest ultraluminous infrared
sources made with the N l T it is concluded that ultraluminous infrared
galaxies are colliding galaxies that have
profoundiy penetrated each other. In
fact, we find a critical separation of

massive star formation, compact mnthermal sources (AGN)am really needed
to produce the extraordinary inhared

LO. Because of
heavy optical obscuration along the line
of sIght to the central reglons, infrared
imaging Is one obmational approach
to this question.
Observations with IRAC in the 5 (1-25
ym), H (I -65 w), K (2.2 p),and
L(3.6 pm) will be conducted in the near
future. Imaging in the N(1O pm) band is
also planned with the TlMMl camm
M n g mstnrcted at CEM-Saday under
conbat3 with €SO. These infrared observations will substantidly improve our
knowledge of the central morphology of
these galaxies. Through the large
amounts of obscuring dust they may be
able to reveal the presence of muhiple
nuclei. Furthermore, the i n f w d cdoum
will provide essential information to diswiminate between diffmnt components of the central energy source,
namely, starlight from red supergiants
formed during super-&&urn, thermal
emission from hot dust, and p ~ i b l e
emlssim from an a m i o n disk
surrounding an AGN. By comparing the
ratio of the 10 pm to thermal radio emission found in the central regions of ultralumInous infrared galaxiee, with the
ratio found In galactic HIregions we will
test the controversy "Starbutst-AGN'sn.
luminosities above 10''

Figure2: R h d CCD image of the &my IBIS 23128-5919 obtelned with the NTT* T,puW
dmulaatlwrs show that the elongat& featurn mating h m the Eeurtrel &,kt am the mu11
of tidal intbetween m
w
n
g d&k &&~Aes. At the disof IR4S 23128-59f8, ffrs
~~s
siwn sf fha end of the tails would have the Iumtn&s of star fomlng dwarf
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molecular gas, W { H 2 J , are in the
range of 10-80 b/MQ
This
. is 5-40
times the global value of this ratio in the
Galaxy averaged over the hole disk. This
ratio is also larger than the average ratio
enhanced infrard luminosity.
found in starburst galaxies Pke M82.
From the MT and SEST observations it
SEST Obsenrations
is then concluded that luminous infrared
Since cold Interstellar gas is the fuel galaxies represent colliding, and in the
for Intense massive star formation. most extreme cases, mergers of giant
studies of the molecular gas in IR lumi- gas-rich galaxbs.
In deriving H2 masses from the
nous galaxies are important for our
understanding of the ultimate source of 12C0(140)emisslon one should keep in
the energy radiated by these systems. mind that there may be systematic
The Swedish programme committee biases that depend on the physical
allocated the observing time needed to properties of the molecular gas, such as
cany out a survey of the CO(1+0)
the mean temperature, denslty, and
emission from an IRAS flux limited sam- metallclty. To study the physical propple of 33 galaxles with L R z 1 0 " ~ . ertres of the molecular gas in luminous
CO(1+O) emisslon was detected from infrared galaxies, Cq2-1) and I3CO
most of the galaxies of this sample up to observations of the f i e brighter galaxies
a redshift of 0 . 1 " ~ ~ .
were carried out. The analysis of these
From the SEST observations it was observations will provide an important
found that IR luminous galaxies are ex- test of the use of the galactic '2CO+H2
tremely abundant In turbulent CO. The conversion factor in this type of
9mission proflfes show velocity widths galaxies.
of up to 1000 km s-l (e.g. Fig. 4). Using a
galactic CCkH, conversion factor one
derives totd masses of Hp in the range Infrared Observations
of 6-60 lo9 Ma, namely 2-20 times the
One of the most relevant questions
mass of molecular gas in the Milky Way. that rwnaln open about these intriguing
The t n h luminosities
~
per nucleon of systems Is if in addition to bursts of
about 10 kpc between the nuclei of the
colliding galaxies (e.g. Fig. 3). In other
words, advanoed merging seems to be
a necessary condition for the greatly

Optical Spectroscopy
Low and high dispersion optical spectroscopy of the 20 most luminous objects at 2 5 0.13 was carded out with the
4-m Tololo tebscopdq. Na D absorption
lines and strong Balmer decrements are
common features In the spectra of the
nuclei. Despite the strong absorption, it
is found that about 50% of the nuclei
are Seyfert 2's, the other 50 % liners or
starbursts. The [0111] emission lines
show asymmetric shapes with extended
blue wings, that may result from an
attenuation of the emission from the far
side of outwardly moving line-emitting
gas mixed with dust.
An interesting possibility is that merging disk galaxies may not only trigger
nuclear activity, but also eject dwarf
galaxies into intergalactic space. We
became interested in this idea after a
close inspection of the NIT images of
these galaxies. Patches of luminous
rnatm'al usually appear at the tips of the
tidal tails (e.g. Fig. 2). Another specially
interesting feature is a blue knot found in
the ~uperantennad@l
at a projecw distance of 200 kpc from the merging nuclei. If these objects are actually associated to the merging disks, their
luminosities are comparable to star
forming dwarf galaxies.
At present we do not know why bursts

Rgure 3: 'The Supemntmme", a mtmbble galaxy st a d U a m of250 ~ ~ p cThe
" oolossal MIS seen h the black-and-white reproduction of
an ESO suwey p W stretch tu an unprm&mted fotal extent of 350 kpc. The f a I ~ ~ - c oCCD
h r imege obtained wfth the N T m v & inside the
eenW body from which emerge the gigantic falls, two galaxy nuclei wpamted by only 10 kpc.

of star formation should occur at the
ends of tidal tails. Furthermore, it is not
clear how massive stars could be
formed in inrnalactic space out of the
scattered debris of galaxy-galaxy collisions. We have proposed to cany out
spectroscopy of these condensations
wlth EFOSC on the 3.8-m to: (Iconfirm
)
their physical association to the merghg
disks, (2)determine the chemical composition of the HI1 regions in the tidal
tails, and (3) probe a mechanism that
returns metal-enriched gas into intergalactic space.

The IRAS view of the sky led to the
discovery of a few tens of ultraluminous
infrared galaxies in the Local Universe.
Since in an expanding Universe, galaxygalaxy collisions must have been more
frequent in the past, It is likely that the
several hundred times more sensitive
Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), a
European space mission to be launched
in the year 1993, will reveal a large
population of this type of objects in earlier epochs. To look back into the history
of the Universe, and to inspect in detail
the directions signalled by ISO, we will

need terrestrial telescopes more powerful than the NlTI telescopes Ilke the 16m Very Large Telescope to be installed
in Chile by ESO.
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Blue Galaxies in the Field of the Quasar PKS0812+02
1. Introduction

Some galaxy clusters at z=0.3-0.4
have a higher frequency of galaxies with
signs of recent star formation or nuclear
activity than their nearby counterparts.
The most luminous red galaxies in these
clusters, however, do not show any evidence of evolution. At higher redshift
(z=0.7) there seems to be a significant
variation in the 40008( break amplitude
of the reddest galaxies (Dressier, 1987;
see also Giraud, 1WO),
suggesting that
evolution of the most passive gdaxia
has also been detected.
Low-redshift quasars (z s 0.4) are not
found In very rich clusters of galaxies.
Nevertheless they appear to be located
in regions of higher-than-average galaxy
density (Yee and Green, 1984). The environment of quasars at z- 0.6 is sometimes radically dierent. Some of them
are found in environments as rich as
those of Abell class 1 clusters Vee and
Green, 1987). Whlle at higher redshifl
field contamination is necessarily large,
Tyson (1986) and Hitzen, Romanishin
and Valdes (199 1) have also reported an
apparent excess of galaxles near quasar
at 0 . 9 5 ~ 1.5.
5
These sets of observations indicate
that there has been a rapid evolution of
Clusters In the range 2-0.2 to 0.7.
The nature of the population of clusten containing quasars is not well
known. Results on two of these have

shown that they have a large blue population wee, 1988). tn fact, the cluster
which is apparently associated with
PKS0812 + 02 at z = 0.403 (Fig. 1) has a
fraction of blue objects larger than any
of the ten clusters at z 0.3 observed so
far in the GC3 programme. According to
Yee, this structure is compact and centrally concentrated and has a richness
between that of class 0 and 1.
Observing the population in the field
of PKS0812+02 is important for the
following reasons:
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(a) the cluster membership has to be
carefully checked since a quasar in a
cluster is a rare event, and because the
population in this probable cluster
appears to be photometrically different;
(b) its redshift is in the range where there
seems to be a dramatic evolution of
clusters.
Obtaining spectra of blue galaxies is
important for understanding the nature
of this intriguing population.
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Figure 1: A blue spectrum of PKS08 12+02 obtained with the MTand EFOSW at a resoluiion
of 2A per pixel (Grism No. 3). The a r m t i o n wes dona to check the feasibility of blue
spectroscupy with a TH CCC ((January30, 1990; exp.: 1800 s).

